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DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPES OF EQUIPMENT

Single deck roller screen (SDRS)
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Single deck roller feeder (SDRF)
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Double deck roller feeder (DDRF)

The double deck roller feeder (DDRF) is located at the grate feeding stat

The equipment is used to screen the oversize pellets on the upper deck
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deck. +Like
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the latter cases, the upper deck function is more to optimize the spreadi
the load on the lower deck (progressive gaps on the upper deck).

OTHER AVAILABLE FEATURES
Zero speed limit switches for chain driven screens
Assembled on the last roller at the opposite end of the motor/reducer;
If th is roller stops rotating in case of a malfunction, it would trigger a signal informing the operators.

Fines, good products or oversize pellets chutes
Prevents sticking (inside lined with rubber, UHMW or carbide-based studs).

Oversize pellets (goonies) breaker/shredder
Different designs are available (based on shredder location, i.e. chute, conveyors, etc.).

Belt Conveyor
Metal 7 offers a wide range of conveyors:
l

Fine reject conveyor located under the roller screen in balling circuits;

l

Fine reject conveyor located under the roller feeder above the grate;

l

Oversize reject conveyor at the discharge of the upper deck (DDRF);

l

Wide belt conveyor (feeds the green balls to the roller feeder or DDRF);

l R
� eciprocating

conveyor or shuttle conveyor (lay evenly the green pellets on the wide belt conveyor).

SERVICE OFFERED BY METAL 7
Engineering

�
�

Support customers from the design, commissioning and optimization of the equipment;
Services include:
l Selection of the equipment best suited for the application;
l Integration of equipment into the current or future plant layout;

�

l

�

l

�

l �Installation,

�

l

Calculation of Civil load;
operation and maintenance manuals are supplied with the equipment (hard and soft copies);
Site-Assistance and training at time of erection and commissioning is available.

Designs and drawings are prepared using state of the art 3D softwares.

Delivery

�

Metal 7 scope of supply also includes the following:
l �Shop assembly and shop test (no load Test run) of the equipment, completed with comprehensive test
report;

�

l

�

l

�

l �Metal

Tags on each component to ensure easy assembly at plant site;
7 works in close collaboration with well-known international freight forwarders and custom brokers
to secure the delivery of the equipment form their works to the nearest international seaport most convenient for your plant.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TYPES OF EQUIPMENT

Single deck roller screen (SDRS)
Single deck roller screens are found in the balling department and are most often used
to screen both the undersizes in the upper section of the screens, the good products
in the second section and the oversize pellets, which fall at the discharge end of the
screen. The rejected products (undersize and oversize pellets) fall on a conveyor underneath the screen and are returned to the balling drum or balling disc. Good products are pick-up by another conveyor, which will ultimately feed the roller feeder at the
entrance of the furnace.
Most SDRS at the balling department are of the chain driven type.

Single deck roller feeder (SDRF)
The single deck roller feeder is placed at the grate feeding station. Pellets
coming from the balling department are discharged on it. One of its purposes
furnace. Its main function is to lay evenly the good pellets on the induration furnace grate. This equipment can be driven with a chain or with individual drives.

Double deck roller feeder (DDRF)
The double deck roller feeder (DDRF) is located at the grate feeding station.
The equipment is used to screen the oversize pellets on the upper deck and
lower deck. Like the roller feeder, the lower deck also has the function to distribute the pellets uniformly on the grate.
DDRF were used in the past only in plants operating with balling discs (not
balling drums) and most frequently were no screening was done in the balling
department. However, we see now more and more double deck roller feeders
in large capacity plants even if most of screening is done in the balling area. In
the latter cases, the upper deck function is more to optimize the spreading of
the load on the lower deck (progressive gaps on the upper deck).
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